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ABSTRACT 
New invention of advanced technology, enhanced capacity of 

storage media, maturity of information technology and 

popularity of social media, business intelligence and Scientific 

invention, produces huge amount of data which made ample set 

of information that is responsible for birth of new concept well 

known as big data. Big data analytics is the process of 

examining large amounts of data. The analysis is done on huge 

amount of data which is structure, semi structure and 

unstructured. In big data, data is generated at exponentially for 

reason of increase use of social media, email, document and 

sensor data. The growth of data has affected all fields, whether 

it is business sector or the world of science. In this paper, the 

process of system is reviewed for managing “Big Data” and 

today’s activities on big data tools and techniques. 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety 

information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms 

of information processing for enhanced insight and decision 

making. The primary sources for big data are from business 

applications, public web, social media, and sensor data and so 

on.  Big data is currently a major topic of discussion across a 

number of fields, including management and marketing, 

scientific research, national security, government transparency 

and open data. Both public and private sectors are making 

increasing use of big data analytics. The need to process and 

analyze such massive datasets has introduced a new form of 

data analytics called Big Data Analytics. Big Data analytics 

involves analyzing large amounts of data of a variety of types 

to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations and other 

useful information.  Five years ago, only big business could 

afford to profit from big data: Wal-Mart and Google, 

specialized financial traders. Due to its specific nature of Big 

Data, it is stored in distributed file system architectures. Today, 

we are using an open source project called Hadoop, commodity 

Linux hardware and cloud computing, this power is in reach 

for everyone [1] [13] [15]. The Big Data is the combination of 

structured, semi-structured, unstructured, homogeneous and 

heterogeneous data. With the insertion of big data and massive 

scientific data sets that are measured in tens of peta bytes, a 

user has the relevant to transfer even larger amounts of data 

[35]. 

1.1 Big data development- 

In big data development three basic pillars are used volume, 

velocity, variety. 

Data volume:  Volume is the first and most flaming feature. 

In the year 2000, 800,000 petabytes of data were stored in the 

world. This number is expected to reach 35 zeta bytes by 

2020.Social media generate around 10TB data every day. Big 

data are used to organize the large amount of data. The growth 

of data volume imposes numerous requirements on I/O 

performance, which results in I/O bottlenecks in current HEC 

(High End Computing) machines [14]. 

 

Data velocity: Velocity is refers to how quickly the data is 

generated and store, and its suitable rate of data processing and 

retrieval. Now a day data is more complex, data size in terms 

of hundreds of terabytes, petabytes, Exabyte’s etc. Complex 

data handling is difficult or impossible for traditional system. 

So many organizations must choose better analytical tool to 

effectively deal with big data. 

 

Data variety: Variety means different types of data. Today 

the increase use of smart devices, as well as social technology, 

sensor, data has became a large and complex because it does 

not only include traditional data but including some other data 

like structure data, semi structure, and unstructured data from 

different sources such as search engine, social media, web 

pages, sensor data, document etc[2] [3]. 

The characteristics of Big Data can be broadly divided into five 

Vs i.e. Volume, Velocity, Varity and Variability; Veracity. 

Volume refers to the size of the data It is the size of the data 

which determines the value and potential of the data under 

consideration and whether it can actually be considered Big 

Data or not. While Velocity tells about the speed at which data 

is generated; Varity and Variability tells us about the 

complexity and structure of data and different ways of 

interpreting it Variability is a factor which can be a problem for 

those who analyse the data., Veracity refers accuracy of 

analysis depends on the veracity of the source data. Fig 1 

shows the development pillar of big data and characteristics of 

big data. 

 

Fig 1: Development pillar of big data and its characteristics 
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1.2 Big data marketing survey- 

Big data has increased the use and demand day by day in 

information management specialists and many software 

companies like IBM, Microsoft, HP and Dell have spent more 

than $15 billion on software firms specializing in data 

management and analytics. There are 4.6 billion mobile-phone 

subscriptions worldwide and between 1 billion and 2 billion 

people accessing the internet [4]. 

 Between 1990 and 2005, more than 1 billion people 

worldwide entered the middle class which means more and 

more people who gain money will become more literate which 

in turn leads to information growth. The world's effective 

capacity to exchange information 

through telecommunication networks was 281 petabytes in 

1986, 471 petabytes in 1993, 2.2exabytes in 2000, 

65 Exabyte’s in 2007.Traffic flowing over the internet will 

reach 667 Exabyte’s annually by 2014 and till 2015 it is 

expected to increase three times[5]. 

2.  CHALLENGES IN BIG DATA 
 Big data challenges are usually the real implementation 

interrupt which require immediate attention, if any 

implementation without handling these challenges may lead to 

failure of technology and some unfavourable result [20]. 

 

Privacy and security: It is most important challenge of big 

data it is sensitive and technical as well as legal significance. 

The personal information of any person combine with the large 

data set, that define to the presuming  new facts about that 

person and its possible that this kind of facts about the person 

is secretive and the person might not want the data owner to 

know or any person to know about them.    

Analytical challenge:  Big data brings along with it some 

huge analytical challenges. Big data analytics is the process of 

examining big data to uncover hidden patterns, unknown 

correlations and other useful information that can be used to 

make better decisions. The types of analysis to be done on this 

huge amount of data which is unstructured, semi structured and 

structured they need large technical skill. 

2.1 Technical challenges: 
Fault tolerance – New incoming technologies like cloud 

computing and big data it is always that whenever the failure 

occurs the damage is done should be within acceptable 

threshold rather than beginning the whole task from the 

scratch. Fault tolerant computing is extremely hard, involving 

difficult algorithms. Thus the main task is to reduce the 

probability of failure to an acceptable level. 

Quality of data- Storage and collection of huge amount of 

data are more costly. More data if used for decision making or 

for predictive analysis in business will definitely lead to better 

results. Big data basically focuses on quality of data storage 

rather than having very large irreverent data so that better result 

and conclusion can be drawn.  

Heterogeneous data- In big data unstructured data 

represent almost every kind of data being produced by social 

media interaction, recorded meeting, handle PDF document, 

fax transfer, to email and more. Converting unstructured data 

in to structured data one is also not feasible. Structured data is 

organized but unstructured data is completely raw and 

unorganized [6] [19]. 

2.2 Forecast to the future in big data: 
There are many future challenges in big data analytics and 

management. Some of the challenges that researchers and 

practitioners will have in future 

Distributed mining- Many data mining techniques are not 

trivial to paralyze. To have distributed versions of some 

methods, a lot of research is needed with practical and 

theoretical analysis to provide new methods. 

Analytics Architecture- It is not clear yet how an optimal 

architecture of analytics systems should be to deal with historic 

data and with real-time data at the same time. An interesting 

proposal is the Lambda architecture of Nathan Marz [31]. 

Compression- Dealing with Big Data, the quantity of space 

needed to store it is very relevant. Using compression, we may 

take more time and less space, so we can consider it as a 

transformation from time to space. Using sampling, we are 

losing information, but the gains in space may be in orders of 

magnitude. For example Feldman et al. [32] use core sets to 

reduce the complexity of Big Data problems. 

Visualization- A main task of Big Data analysis is how to 

visualize the results of any data. Because of data is so big, it is 

very difficult to find user-friendly visualizations. 

Hidden Big Data- Large quantities of useful data are 

getting lost since new data is largely untagged file based and 

unstructured data. [33] 

3. DATA MANAGEMENT 
In data management most important point is how do we store 

and process such huge amount of data, most of data which is 

raw, some semi structure and unstructured. Big data platforms 

categorized on how to store and process data in scalable, fault 

tolerant, and efficient manner.   

For handling of big data two important information 

management tool are used such as Relational DBMS (RDBMS) 

used for systematic workload and non-relational techniques 

(NOSQL) for handling raw data, semi structure and 

unstructured data [7]. We conducted extensive experiments 

where we compared the most representative algorithm from 

each of the categories using a large number of real (big) data 

sets. The effectiveness of the candidate clustering algorithms is 

measured through a number of internal and external validity 

metrics, stability, runtime, and scalability tests [18]. 

The goal of big data management is to ensure a high level 

of data quality and accessibility for business intelligence 

and big data analytics applications. Effective big data 

management helps companies locate valuable information in 

large sets of unstructured data and semi-structured data from a 

variety of sources, including call detail records, system logs 

and social media sites [8]. 

Today big data management problem immediate solving by 

hadoop, the open source platforms for parallel processing of 

huge dataset across cluster of commodity servers. In this way 

you can quickly build big data management loading data in to 

hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), Hive, HBase, pig based 

transformations on data stored in hadoop [9].Micro-blogs and 

Twitter data follow the data stream model. Twitter data arrive 

at high speed, and algorithms that process them must do so 

under very strict constraints of space and time. The main 

Twitter data stream that provides all messages from every user 
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in real time is called Fire hose and was made available to 

developers in 2010 [29]. 

Google’s technical response to the challenges of web-scale data 

management and analysis was simple, by database standard, 

but modern big data to handle the challenges of web- scale 

storage the Google File System (GFS) is created [10]. To 

handle the challenge of processing the data in such a large files, 

Google discover its map Reduce programming model and 

platform. Map Reduce model basically works on two functions 

map and reduce [27]. 

4. TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES 
The purpose of processing a large amount of data, big data 

requires additional technologies. There are many techniques 

and technologies have been introduced for manipulating, 

aggregate visualizing and analysis of big data [11]. These 

techniques and technologies draw from several fields including 

statistics, computer science, applied mathematics, and 

economics. Big data requires exceptional technologies to 

efficiently process large quantities of data within tolerable 

elapsed times [34]. 

There are many solutions for big data handling, but Hadoop is 

one of the most important technologies for handling big data. 

4.1 Hadoop: 
Hadoop is a distributed file system and data processing engine 

that is designed to handle extremely high volumes of data in 

any structure. Hadoop is a programming framework to support 

the processing of large data set in distributed computing 

environment. Hadoop is open source software hosted by 

Apache Software Foundation (ASF).It consists of many small 

sub project which is belongs to distributed computing [27] 

[28]. 

Hadoop created to inspire by BigTable which is Google’s data 

storage system, Google File System and MapReduce [39]. 

Hadoop is Java based framework and heterogeneous open 

source platform. It is not a replacement for database, 

warehouse or ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) strategy. 

Hadoop includes a distributed file system, analytics and data 

storage platforms and a layer that manages parallel 

computation, workflow and configuration administration [40]. 

It is not designed for real time complex event processing like 

streams. HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) runs across 

the nodes in a Hadoop cluster and connects together the file 

systems on many input and output data nodes to make them 

into one big file system 

Hadoop has two important components - 

• The Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), which 

supports data in structured relational form, in 

unstructured form, and in any form in    between. 

• The Map Reduce programming paradigm for managing 

applications on multiple distributed servers. 

The processing pillar in the Hadoop system is the Map Reduce 

framework. Map Reduce is a heart of Hadoop system. Map 

Reduce is programming framework for distributed computing 

which is developed by Google, in which breaking the large 

complex data in to small data used divide and conquer method. 

Map Reduce have two function map and reduce [21] [23]. And 

one another new function is Global Reduce We use the term 

“Global Reduce” to distinguish it from the “local” Reduce 

which happens right after Map execution, but conceptually as 

well as syntactically, a Global Reduce is just another 

conventional Reduce function [24]. 

Map:  It distributes out work to different nodes in the 

distributed clusters. 

Reduce: It collects the work and resolves the results in to a 

single value [16]. Our use of a functional model with user 

specified map and reduce operations allows us to parallelize 

large computations easily and to use re-execution as the 

primary mechanism for fault tolerance [25].Using Map Reduce 

techniques many advantages in big data, Map Reduce is Simple 

and easy to use, Independent of the storage, Flexible, High 

scalable[20]. Typical, implementation of the mapReduce 

paradigm requires networked attached storage and parallel 

processing. Hadoop and HDFS by apache are widely used for 

storing and managing big data [22]. 

4.2 HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System): 
Hadoop are used a fault-tolerant storage system is called a 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).HDFS is a client-

server based architecture which comprise of Name Node and 

many Data Nodes. The name node stores the Meta data for the 

Name Node. Name Node basically used for keeps track of the 

Data Node. And another responsibility for Name Node is for 

file system operation. If any time Name Node is fail then 

hadoop doesn’t support automatic recovery, but the 

configuration of another node is possible [12] [26] [28]. We 

have developed a file system connector module for SF-CFS 

(Cluster File System) to make it work inside Apache Hadoop 

platform as the backend file system replacing HDFS altogether 

and also have taken advantage of SFCFS’s potential by 

implementing the native interfaces from this module. Our 

shared disk Big Data analytics solution doesn’t need any 

change in the Map Reduce applications. Just by setting a few 

parameters in the configuration of Apache Hadoop, the whole 

Big Data analytics platform can be made up and running very 

quickly [30].In fig 2 shows the how to split a large data input 

into different nodes(small size data). 

 

Fig 2: Nodes Distribution of Large data 

HDFS stores terabytes of unstructured data in clustered 

environment and retrieves very fast whenever asked to present 

the data .Since HDFS uses clustered environment with many 

processing and data backup nodes, hence it increases the query 

performance to return the data very fast and also recovery of 

data from backup nodes in case of fallout of primary storage 

nodes [36]. Since past few years growth of search engines, 

social and electronic media, e-publishing and content 

management houses has produced huge amount of unstructured 

data which become a challenge to store and manage them in 

traditional SQL databases. As we know now the need is the 

mother of invention. Now we need such a data management 
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system which can store and manage thousands of petabytes of 

unstructured data efficiently and the invention is HDFS. HDFS 

is one of the core components of Apache Hadoop. Several 

vendors uses Hadoop framework, enhance it, and make it 

available as free or commercial software [37]. HDFS is highly 

available and scalable due to flexible architecture. It 

implements master/slave architecture. Every cluster of HDFS 

comprises of NameNode and DataNode. NameNode manages 

the namespace of file systemas it serves as the Master Node 

and keeps all meta data information about the physical file. 

NameNode takes responsibility to serve the HDFS client for all 

operations been performed on HDFS [36]-[38]. All client 

requests first come to NameNode where Map and Reduces 

processes are running. DataNodes are storage node. All data in 

Hadoop is stored on data nodes. There number of nodes in a 

HDFS cluster with single NameNode as primary or master 

node. When any user attempts to store a large file in Hadoop 

,then that file is breaks into various blocks and are stored in a 

set of DataNodes. 

 

Hadoop consist of many other components- 

• Apache Avro: designed for communication between 

Hadoop nodes through data serialization. These services can 

be used together as well as independently.  

• Cassandra and Hbase: a non-relational database 

designed for use with Hadoop .It is run on the top of HDFS 

it serve as input and output for the mapreduce. 

• Hive: a query language similar to SQL (HiveQL) but 

compatible with Hadoop.It is data warehousing application 

that provides SQL interface and relational model.   

• Mahout: an AI tool designed for machine learning; that is, 

to assist with filtering data for analysis and exploration. 

• Pig Latin: A data-flow language and execution 

framework for parallel computation. 

• ZooKeeper: Keeps all the parts coordinated and working 

together. It is provide centralized service for distributed 

synchronization. 

• Sqoop: Sqoop is a command-line interface platform that is 

used for transferring data between relational database and 

Hadoop. 

• Oozie: Oozie is a java based web-application that runs in 

java servlet. Its manage the Hadoop job. 

• Flume: It is high level architecture which focused on 

streaming of data from multiple sources [11] [17]. 

5. CONCLUSION 
 Big Data is becoming the new Final Frontier for scientific data 

research and for business applications. Big data is making a 

new path for the knowledge extraction from the large amount 

of data. There are various challenges and issues regarding big 

data. In order to explore Big Data, it is to be analyzed several 

challenges at the data, model, and system levels. There must be 

support and encourage in fundamental research towards these 

issues if we want to achieve the benefits of big data. The 

critical issue of privacy and security of the big data is the big 

issue will be discussed more in future. For most organizations, 

big data analysis is a challenge. Sheer volume of data and the 

different formats of the data (both structured and unstructured 

data) that is collected across the entire organization and the 

many different ways different types of data can be combined, 

contrasted and analyzed to find patterns and other useful 

business information.  
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